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During the few centuries of its rise to global ascendancy the United States has 
been slowly and surely accumulating adversaries with an unperturbed air of brash
 confidence.
’ Can You Protect Your Family From The Honxqp?
But the Iranian Government has taken the warning lightly.
’There’s the breads as well, and I can assure you the out-of-touch PM doesn’t kn
ow a sourdough olive loaf from a nine-seed hi-top.
At the same time, Hezbollah will provide Israel with half of its remaining missi
les to the IDF, and the small Lebanese army will also divide its armoury.
And his assertion that Gillard is prettier than he is may be refuted by many of 
those familiar with the appearance and demeanour of the two.
With women now considered  largely free of patriarchal bondage in the West, the 
focus for organisations  working to promote women’s rights has largely moved ove
rseas.
The likelihood that a vaccine for the particular strain of Honxqp affecting your
 community can be produced in time to address the initial wave of sickness in yo
ur area is, unfortunately, slim.
Communication is arduous at best when confronted by the best and brightest of th
e Australian Army, although its probably a good idea not to draw their attention
 to their shortcomings.
Foreign Minister Alexander Downer has spent the last week in crisis talks, attem
pting to overcome the Federal Government’s lack of legal options.
Hostilities planned by the United States, and in which Australia will likely par
ticipate, have not yet begun.
In sports as in politics, the aim is to win, and we can let the Fairfax papers w



orry about ’morals’.
And the style of lawn bowls played on this side of Crows Nest is totally differe
nt.
Old-style traditional funk and mumble performed at Jamelot in the north with  Ma
tt and Jules on double bass and banjo.
Joe Hockey may personally have a penchant, a crush, a ’thing’ for Julia.
’  In her report the power-hungry Goward  laments this continued imbalance in Au
stralian public life, calling  for  ’greater numbers of women to be appointed to
 senior leadership  roles.
In the United States the Federal Reserve bank has cut an official interest rate,
 resulting in a sharp jump in the value of stocks on the Dow Jones index in the 
first minutes of trading today.
’There’s the breads as well, and I can assure you the out-of-touch PM doesn’t kn
ow a sourdough olive loaf from a nine-seed hi-top.
But the attempts of the anti-nuclear lobby to spin a nightmarish tale from the i
ncident have proved fruitless, with the nuclear accident in actuality nothing mo
re than a red herring.
I asked him ’But aren’t you concerned about the flow on effects of bad economic 
times?
There is no real threat of random deadly violence from the Australian Defence Fo
rce personnel - the troops are in general well-controlled if stupid, and entirel
y lacking in independent initiative.
’There is the tendency to believe that the threat is receding and this war is co
ming to a close,’ he said.
Hostilities planned by the United States, and in which Australia will likely par
ticipate, have not yet begun.
Iran has an embassy in Australia, an ambassador, and as Trad suggests, there is 
trade between the two nations.
’I don’t think anybody can be sanguine about it’  Geoff Dixon, Qantas CEO admitt
ed to Lateline Business.
Hostilities planned by the United States, and in which Australia will likely par
ticipate, have not yet begun.
Somewhat perversely the misguided Norwegian Parliament  enforces an affirmative 
action strategy.
In response to the depressing news from SBS, we at the Irony Party of Australia 
are pre-emptively reprogramming our televisions to reduce the number of availabl
e stations from two to one.
Half of Israel’s defence budget grants from its benefactor the United States wil
l be gifted to Lebanese militants.
In Australia there are hopes in the long-term for a reform of Australian Defence
 Force culture, under a future and very different government.
Brown excuses SBS with the usual claims about the necessity of obtaining revenue
 from rapacious, inhuman corporate interests by selling airtime for the broadcas
ting of their repugnant messages.
Or even busted wide open.
SBS content, particularly its news and current affairs programmes, is currently 
vastly superior to anything else on Australian television, including that of the
 ABC.
Hockey is rotund, while Gillard is gaunt and towering.
’It’s all the wealthy unfortunates in the West that concern me,’ he said, with a
 compassionate air.
The porcine Rove is no longer able to squeeze his overweight neck into a suit an
d shirt, and he has been forced to give up his White House office and public lif
e.
In a war with fanatics, no quarter can be given.
It is expected the troops will be able to restore a semblance of peace in East T
imor in the short-term.
Perhaps in the circles he moves Gillard is considered less a powerful politician
 and more a scrumptious bit.
Several of al-Zarqawi’s aides were killed in the sortie, including Sheik Abdul R



ahman, the al Qa’eda leader’s spiritual advisor.
’There is the tendency to believe that the threat is receding and this war is co
ming to a close,’ he said.
And the style of lawn bowls played on this side of Crows Nest is totally differe
nt.
But the Iranian Government has taken the warning lightly.
Whether there exists  any definitive collection of traits singularly male that m
akes this sex  more familiar with greed, more susceptible to the temptation of s
elf-seeking   is debatable.
Several US Citizens Slightly Hurt Several citizens of the United States have bee
n slightly hurt today in a devastating accident in Delaware, Maine.
their absence has particularly been observed in the  top echelons.
’I don’t think anybody can be sanguine about it’  Geoff Dixon, Qantas CEO admitt
ed to Lateline Business.
But the visit of the Queen to Australia has also revived debate on when the inde
pendent State of Australia will shed its monarchic tradition and become a Republ
ic.
Recent interventions in the Middle East have exacerbated rather than alleviated 
lingering resentment towards the West born of old injustices.
’ Once merely rhetoric, the claim is increasingly  accurate as more soldiers of 
the first wave of Twenty-First Century anti-American militancy take up the fight
 in the US-occupied country.
Opponents of representation however, suggest this  outcome is unlikely.
Jamelot Sample a selection from the populist and libertarian new CD Jamelot, ass
orted flamencish and djangoesque with salubrious bottoms and jazzy strains.
It is also unsurprising that the United Nations fails to take action even to cen
sure Israel officially, since the rogue State is sponsored by Security Council m
ember the United States.
And his assertion that Gillard is prettier than he is may be refuted by many of 
those familiar with the appearance and demeanour of the two.
Annans’ proclamation, made from the Secretary-General’s seat of power in the Uni
ted Nations building in New York, was screened live around millions of worlds.
While the United States authorities declare that Bin Laden is alive, somewhere, 
and probably Pakistan,  another possibility is under consideration.
In fact, it has been revealed, the safe radioactive leak was quite safe.
The Prime Minister John Howard has restated his opposition to an Australian Repu
blic.
In Australia there are hopes in the long-term for a reform of Australian Defence
 Force culture, under a future and very different government.
The last thing the people of Longueville need is to become another Balmoral.
Eventually, even, boards of directors could vote themselves and their  errant or
ganisations out of existence, or turn them over to responsible  communities.
Miners alive - no, wait - dead.
In which case, how can it be said to be seditious to call for support for Iran w
ithin Australia?
All requests for removal of material  for reasons of sedition or offense conside
red seriously and published  forthwith.
’  Zimbabwe authorities were also reluctant to permit the scheduled tour to go a
head.
And in a way, that is a sickness.
The war on terror may get us all killed, say our capable leaders,  statesmen, an
d officials.
In Australia there are hopes in the long-term for a reform of Australian Defence
 Force culture, under a future and very different government.
Mr Howard told reporters he is pleased that Australian radioactive materials cou
ld soon be poisoning Russian investigative journalists across Europe.
’ Meanwhile, billions of people around the world not sufficiently wealthy to be 
involved in the purchase of shares are unperturbed by the financial disaster.
But  it is certainly less dangerous than NOT arming ourselves to the eye teeth a
nd climbing out of helicopters half a world a way, guns blazing, in order to tak



e down a few of the locals.
In sports as in politics, the aim is to win, and we can let the Fairfax papers w
orry about ’morals’.
Or whether, after having a hand in the elevation of George W.
’I don’t think anybody can be sanguine about it’  Geoff Dixon, Qantas CEO admitt
ed to Lateline Business.
In a war with fanatics, no quarter can be given.
In any case, political genius or just least inane Republican, Karl Rove’s time a
s ventriloquist to the President has come to an end.
But the visit of the Queen to Australia has also revived debate on when the inde
pendent State of Australia will shed its monarchic tradition and become a Republ
ic.
The rich and powerful are hopeful of an imminent return to stability.
Questioned on the source of the disinformation campaign, Government representati
ves have been curt and dismissive.
Whether there exists  any definitive collection of traits singularly male that m
akes this sex  more familiar with greed, more susceptible to the temptation of s
elf-seeking   is debatable.
’It’s all the wealthy unfortunates in the West that concern me,’ he said, with a
 compassionate air.
He may, privately, fantasise endlessly about the Shadow Workplace Relations Mini
ster.
It is also unsurprising that the United Nations fails to take action even to cen
sure Israel officially, since the rogue State is sponsored by Security Council m
ember the United States.
ANSTO says the cause of the uninjurious accident is a mystery, but that the myst
ery does not entail dangerous possibilities.
I know at Ryde they are proud of their liberal attitudes and they won’t come at 
the imposition of a shorts-only-with-long-socks rule during competition matches.

Not only was the tubby minister’s statement grossly inappropriate, profoundly pa
triarchal and like something from a previous century, it was by no means accurat
e.
’ and making other cruel references to my own nest egg, until the bus pulled up 
at the next stop.
’They came and said the people running Zimbabwe were bad men, but it seemed to u
s they were just whinging because this Mugubby fellow is more competitive and ef
fective than his rivals.
In the political arena, Australia has been slow to realise  equality.
It could be said, on consideration, that this happy circumstance is the lynchpin
 without which our fair democracy might fly apart, and without which the social 
contract would seem quite worthless.
’Seven days ago the world economy was incredibly strong’ he observed.
’ The impasse was broken yesterday by a coincidence of events that permitted aut
horities on both sides of the Indian Ocean to seek a solution with renewed impet
us.
Australian PM Says Birds To Be ’Enthralled’ by Climate ChangeOu est Tintin?
But the visit of the Queen to Australia has also revived debate on when the inde
pendent State of Australia will shed its monarchic tradition and become a Republ
ic.
The programme was screened on Australia’s SBS network, but for unknown reasons i
s seen no more in the Antipodes, to the detriment of satire-starved inhabitants 
of that US tributary.
Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer has joined in the chorus of voices 
crowing over the death of al-Zarqawi from a safe distance.
Foreign Minister Alexander Downer has spent the last week in crisis talks, attem
pting to overcome the Federal Government’s lack of legal options.
Somewhat perversely the misguided Norwegian Parliament  enforces an affirmative 
action strategy.
Jamelot Sample a selection from the populist and libertarian new CD Jamelot, ass



orted flamencish and djangoesque with salubrious bottoms and jazzy strains.
We, the public, can only guess at this congruent extension, apparently known to 
cognoscenti among the Federal Police.
Half of Israel’s defence budget grants from its benefactor the United States wil
l be gifted to Lebanese militants.
Stories from the network’s flagship programme Dateline should not be missed but 
are available online.
I know at Ryde they are proud of their liberal attitudes and they won’t come at 
the imposition of a shorts-only-with-long-socks rule during competition matches.

And half of Israel’s nuclear arsenal will be put at Lebanon’s disposal.
But Opposition Leader Kevin Rudd’s star recruit said there is more to upper Nort
h Shore politics than deciphering difficult cafe menus.
The War on Terror may be the death of us all.
In the wake of this latest insensitive statement about birds, the Prime Minister
 was even more prompt.
’  In her report the power-hungry Goward  laments this continued imbalance in Au
stralian public life, calling  for  ’greater numbers of women to be appointed to
 senior leadership  roles.
The answer appears to lie in inaccessible fine print of the sedition bill, or pe
rhaps in the fine print of a future amendment to it, as yet unimplemented but li
kely retrospective when enacted.
But new research suggests young people who have fallen victim to the vacuous eye
-candy have been inadvertently schooled in one area of relevance to civic life: 
namely matters related to the ballot.
’I don’t think anybody can be sanguine about it’  Geoff Dixon, Qantas CEO admitt
ed to Lateline Business.
Forty-two per cent of Australian companies  have no women in executive managemen
t positions.
Joe Hockey may personally have a penchant, a crush, a ’thing’ for Julia.
With the wisdom of Solomon, the benign but implacable Kofi Annan has made the on
ly decision possible that can bring peace to the Arab world and Israel in the sh
ort and medium term.
In any case, political genius or just least inane Republican, Karl Rove’s time a
s ventriloquist to the President has come to an end.
After a UN supervised exchange, negotiations will begin on a real solution to th
e problems of the region, based on the new strategic reality.
Mr Howard thought about the question, and firmly shook his head.
Ironically Keelty appears, sans moustache,  superficially less Hitlerian.
We are not at war with Iran.
Are you and your loved ones prepared for the event of a local outbreak of Honxqp
 in your town or region?
Among them - perhaps the most vital foreign policy question - for the West and f
or the people of Iraq - ou est Tintin?
Or ’The Making of Statements Inimicable To Current Government Policy’.
This time the terrorists are the dangerous militant Islamic organisation Al Qa’e
da.
But he fails to acknowledge that it is precisely this willingness to cheapen the
 multicultural broadcaster that is reducing its social capital and continues to 
undermine its claim for public funds.
We are not at war with Iran.
The answer appears to lie in inaccessible fine print of the sedition bill, or pe
rhaps in the fine print of a future amendment to it, as yet unimplemented but li
kely retrospective when enacted.
Evidence of the hostile operations of the surreptitious and effective British mi
litary against the overgrown US equivalent remains scant.
But why are there so few happy stories emerging from the deadly war-zone onto te
levision screens in the West?
’It’s all the wealthy unfortunates in the West that concern me,’ he said, with a
 compassionate air.



The war on terror may get us all killed, say our capable leaders,  statesmen, an
d officials.
But sedition laws, as mentioned, appear to be at the best of times among the too
ls and devices of a State on shaky ground, without a secure sense of itself, and
 prone to fits of wild paranoia.
This time the terrorists are the dangerous militant Islamic organisation Al Qa’e
da.
Or even busted wide open.
Of course, the truth is, it’s all very easy to take a huge, benevolent corporati
on like CocaCola-Amatil to task.
With women now considered  largely free of patriarchal bondage in the West, the 
focus for organisations  working to promote women’s rights has largely moved ove
rseas.
The slow degradation of Australia’s second public broadcaster has been a disturb
ing phenomenon.
’It’s all the wealthy unfortunates in the West that concern me,’ he said, with a
 compassionate air.
In the political arena, Australia has been slow to realise  equality.
Gillard, in short, resembles nothing so much as a tallish giraffe, while Joe Hoc
key is in appearance and intellectual substance more closely related to the ster
eotypical and iconic koala.
Forty-two per cent of Australian companies  have no women in executive managemen
t positions.
Recent interventions in the Middle East have exacerbated rather than alleviated 
lingering resentment towards the West born of old injustices.
The approach of White House and Pentagon can be formulated in as ’Fuck it.
Perhaps in the circles he moves Gillard is considered less a powerful politician
 and more a scrumptious bit.
Do not make eye contact.
Stories from the network’s flagship programme Dateline should not be missed but 
are available online.
Brown excuses SBS with the usual claims about the necessity of obtaining revenue
 from rapacious, inhuman corporate interests by selling airtime for the broadcas
ting of their repugnant messages.
For Hockey, Gillard may be a swan, a delectable morsel, a daunting, unattainable
, delicious and tantalising femme fatale.
Hostilities planned by the United States, and in which Australia will likely par
ticipate, have not yet begun.
Opponents of representation however, suggest this  outcome is unlikely.
But why are there so few happy stories emerging from the deadly war-zone onto te
levision screens in the West?
In which case, how can it be said to be seditious to call for support for Iran w
ithin Australia?
Satan Has No Chin  When we learned irrefutably that Satan has no chin, we began 
to see him everywhere.
Whether there exists  any definitive collection of traits singularly male that m
akes this sex  more familiar with greed, more susceptible to the temptation of s
elf-seeking   is debatable.
If women can become genuinely  entrenched in parasitic multi-nationals as well a
s political institutions  and local corporate vultures, gradual reforms could re
sult.
This is a country where I have trained all citizens to put aside all thoughts of
 decency in the pursuit of low interest rates and keeping dark-skinned foreigner
s out.
The war on terror may get us all killed, say our capable leaders,  statesmen, an
d officials.
But the attempts of the anti-nuclear lobby to spin a nightmarish tale from the i
ncident have proved fruitless, with the nuclear accident in actuality nothing mo
re than a red herring.
But the Iranian Government has taken the warning lightly.



But dealing with an inane, brutish Australian soldier who is armed and in fear f
or his or her own life and limb is not always a walk in the park.
The answer appears to lie in inaccessible fine print of the sedition bill, or pe
rhaps in the fine print of a future amendment to it, as yet unimplemented but li
kely retrospective when enacted.
Beginning as soon as is humanely possible, Israel will place in Lebanon’s hands 
exactly half of its military resources - air, land, and sea.
Hostilities planned by the United States, and in which Australia will likely par
ticipate, have not yet begun.
Rove is expected to direct future Republican Presidential campaigns in a t-shirt
 from the comfort of home during his declining years, until his neck-rolls entir
ely engulf his turtle-like form.
their absence has particularly been observed in the  top echelons.
Among them - perhaps the most vital foreign policy question - for the West and f
or the people of Iraq - ou est Tintin?
Recent interventions in the Middle East have exacerbated rather than alleviated 
lingering resentment towards the West born of old injustices.
Rove is credited with a kind of Machivellian talent for winning elections, and h
as been applauded by some for his role as puppet-master to President George W.


